The Güdel experts

Introducing two new gearbox
families
A highly successful launch
Istanbul, March 20st 2015. Güdel
presented its high-precision planetary
gearbox and its high-performance miter
gear for the first time at the WIN automation fair in Turkey. Under the headline
„High Precision & High Performance“,
a team of more than 10 Güdel experts
demonstrated the advantages of the new
gearbox families.

Even with its increased area compared to
previous years, the stand did not do justice to the immense traffic it attracted.
It was literally overrun, and at times interested parties had to queue up. Visitors
were able to inspect various gearbox sizes in different versions from each family
and have their features explained to them
from all perspectives. The corresponding
drive trains were also exhibited as well
as a selection of our proven linear guides
and various rack designs.

Another eye catcher was a Track Motion
that gave an impressive demonstration of
how the work area of industrial robots
can be increased and how the swiftest
movements can be run precisely and with
repeat accuracy in the most confined spaces. Visitors praised Güdel‘s presence at
the show as successful in every way.

The Güdel booth at WIN 2015
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The Güdel Group is a manufacturer of high-precision machine components and provider of
sophisticated automation solutions. Its spectrum of products ranges from linear guideways,
racks, pinions and drives right through to linear axes and gantry robots. Güdel assembles its
products into systems with a high degree of control intelligence and complete plant installations, which can be used in the automotive, tire, metal, rail, intra-logistics, pharmaceutical,
renewable energy, wood, and aerospace industries. Güdel’s technology is characterized by
its innovation, quality and modularity. The Güdel Group has a workforce of approximately
1,100 employees worldwide in over 30 locations. The Group has been owned by the same
family since its foundation more than 60 years ago. The Güdel Group has its headquarters
in Switzerland.
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